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ABSTRACT
Novel, unconventional aircraft configurations which have been proposed to facilitate achievement
of sustainable aviation goals are anticipated to require more tightly integrated design disciplines than
conventional aircraft. The design of such configurations is likely to be dictated by the configuration
of major sub-systems, such as the propulsion system, and vice versa. Existing design methodologies
do not readily accommodate the design of unconventional configurations due to limited availability
of appropriate empirical data. Consequently, the industry is largely uninformed regarding potentially
significant variation in structural performance requirements relative to conventional Tube-AndWing configurations. The capability to generate representative analysis models during early design
stages enables evaluation of changes in key structural performance metrics arising from fundamental
architectural changes thereby assisting key design stage decisions. This paper evaluates existing
modelling and analysis strategies, defines generic key whole-aircraft level structural performance
metrics for propulsion systems, and details development and subsequent evaluation of a reference
flight dynamics model for use in future work. The reference flight dynamics model has been verified
relative to a conventional Tube-And-Wing aircraft for which significant publicly available data
exists. This work informs development of a modelling and analysis framework which will be
employed to investigate the influence of changes in key architectural design decisions e.g. wingspan,
propulsion system location, and mass, on key structural aircraft-level performance metrics.
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INTRODUCTION

Sustainable aviation goals, coupled with changing business models and market demands are forcing
the aerospace industry to consider alternative aircraft configurations which reduce fuel-burn,
emissions, and operating costs within the 2050 timeframe. Novel, unconventional configurations
proposed to-date e.g. strut-braced wing and boundary layer ingestion aircraft are anticipated to
require more tightly integrated design disciplines than conventional aircraft (Figure 1).

a)

b)

Figure 1: a) Strut-braced wing and; b) boundary layer ingestion aircraft configurations [1].
As a result, the design of major sub-systems (e.g. propulsion system, nacelle, wings) will be directly
influenced by one another to a greater degree than ever before. Existing design methodologies do
not readily accommodate modelling and analysis of novel, unconventional aircraft; they require
empirical data which is unavailable for such configurations [2, 3, 4] and accordingly, are either a)
insufficiently generic to permit application to novel aircraft, or; b) necessitate implementation of
resource intensive, high-fidelity analyses which are inappropriate for early design phases.
Consequently, the propulsion system designer is uninformed regarding the impacts of fundamental
architectural changes (e.g. wingspan, power plant mass, and integration configuration) on key whole
aircraft-level propulsion system structural performance metrics. As detailed analysis models are
unavailable during early (conceptual) design stages, the capability to construct representative
analysis models during early design stages enables evaluation of variation in structural performance
metrics due to fundamental architectural changes, assisting early design stage decisions.
As the propulsion system represents a significant integration challenge for the supplier and
airframer, there is a need to develop a novel modelling and analysis framework which provides the
capability to generate propulsion system structural idealisations which are appropriate for early
design stages, and for a range of aircraft configurations. The framework must facilitate evaluation
of the impact of changes in key structural performance metrics due to fundamental architectural
changes (e.g power plant location, quantity, and integration) on key aircraft-level structural
performance metrics pertaining to integration of the airframe and propulsion system (Table 1).
Aircraft structural design is highly influenced by inertial loading (accelerations), hence, significant
architectural changes resulting in either mass or stiffness distribution variation relative to
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conventional Tube-And-Wing (TAW) aircraft infer dissimilar structural performance, which may
be evaluated by key structural performance metrics.
Table 1: Load cases pertaining to key aircraft-level structural performance metrics
Load Case Category
Static / quasi-statc
Transient dynamic
Frequency response

2.

Load Case(s)
Max. thrust, aerodynamic
manoeuvre loads
Aerodynamic gust, blade release,
and landing loads
Aero-elastic coupling,
rotordynamic stability

Key structural performance
metrics
Relative airframe – propulsion
system displacements
Centre of Mass accelerations and
Peak interface loads
Relative airframe – propulsion
system natural frequencies

AIMS & OBJECTIVES

This research aims to develop structural modelling and analysis capability which will enable
evaluation of key structural performance metrics for future propulsion systems on novel aircraft,
assisting key architectural design decisions. This will be achieved by:
1.

Identification of key structural performance metrics which sufficiently and appropriately
inform key propulsion system architectural decisions at whole aircraft level;

2.

Development and verification of an appropriate flight dynamics model, and;

3.

Evaluation of the suitability of the flight dynamics model as a case-study with which to
integrate a range of propulsion system idealisations.

The following section reviews the state-of-the-art in structural modelling and analysis strategies
employed in early-stage design processes. The succeeding section outlines the definition of key
structural performance metrics and the development of appropriate modelling and analysis strategies
employed to facilitate evaluation of such metrics. Developed strategies have been applied to a
conventional, commercial TAW aircraft for which there is significant publicly available data [5].
3.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Current structural modelling strategies employed at early (conceptual) design, structural dynamics
level, employ zero-dimensional (0D) concentrated masses rigidly connected to the airframe, limiting
the categories of structural performance metrics which may be evaluated. The airframe is typically
idealized using one-dimensional (1D) and 0D elements. Later design stages progress to a more
detailed, two-dimensional (2D), Global Finite Element Model (GFEM). The lowest fidelity
propulsion system idealisations (power plant and engine pylon for conventional aircraft) typically
employ a single concentrated mass at the Centre of Mass (COM) of the power plant (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: a) lower-fidelity, 0D-1D [6] and b) predominantly 2D [7] structural idealizations of
a conventional turbofan power plant
Limitations of lower-fidelity structural idealizations employing rigid connections may be
circumvented through empirical data; consequently, they are appropriate for modelling and analysis
of conventional TAW configurations where airframe and propulsion system design are not truly
coupled. However, they do not readily accommodate variations in airframe – power plant connection
stiffness or Degrees of Freedom (DOFs). As a result, modelling approaches which necessitate
empirical data are inappropriate for novel aircraft. Evaluation of more closely integrated designs
during early design stages requires rapid modelling and analysis capability.
Predominantly two-dimensional idealisations (2D) employed by Brooks et al. [5] allow variation in
airframe-power plant interface (connection) locations. Higher fidelity models may be supplanted by
direct definition of mass and stiffness matrices at a reference point, reducing computational expense.
However, as this requires resource intensive preparation of detailed models, such data is only
available late in the design cycle, limiting ability to explore alternative designs at early design stages.
4.

KEY STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE METRICS

Key structural performance metrics are quantitative structural design measures which act as figures
of merit during evaluation of a given airframe-propulsion system configuration. The magnitude of
such metrics assists key architectural decisions during early design stages . Metrics defined in Table
1 were derived from certification requirements [8] and are targeted towards whole aircraft level,
early design stage modelling and analysis of the propulsion system and any associated Airframe
Integration Components (AICs). Propulsion system structural idealisations developed through future
work will be evaluated relative to such performance metrics.
5.

DEVELOPMENT OF A REFERENCE FLIGHT DYNAMICS MODEL

As the modelling and analysis framework to be developed is targeted toward providing indicative
trends in key propulsion system structural performance metrics at a global, whole-aircraft level
Sir Bernard Crossland Symposium 2020 (DCU)
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during early design stages, detailed structural definition of the airframe is outside the scope of this
work. Nonetheless, a representative flight dynamics model is required as a case-study with which to
integrate a range of propulsion system idealisations at a fidelity level sufficient to assist key early
design stage decisions.
5.1. Structural Model
Automated generation of a conventional flight dynamics FEM of a TAW aircraft was performed via
the TCL interface within Altair HyperMeshTM [9] – airframe geometry and mass estimates were
determined using data from the development of the uCRM9 [5, 10] and conceptual design
methodologies available in literature [2, 3, 4]. Although the latter are inappropriate for definition of
structural properties for unconventional aircraft configurations, they are sufficient for generation of
a conventional TAW aircraft structural configuration.
The airframe was globally idealised as a 1D structural model consisting of metallic, thin-wall, boxbeams with uniform thickness and smeared stiffness discretised into structural bays defined by a
nominal 600mm rib/frame pitch [12]. Non-structural mass was modelled using concentrated masses
rigidly connected to the airframe and distributed as per Brooks et al. [4] (Figure 3).
Table 2: Free-size optimisation history for
reference airframe model (Solution time
15mins, 33s on i7-6700 CPU (3.40GHz),
16GB RAM.
Iteration

Figure 3: Reference flight dynamics
structural model generated from initial
sizing – section properties visualized

0
3
5

Mass
(m)

Max. stress–
allowable stress
(σmax - σallowable)

(kg)
3.00E+05
2.81E+05
2.94E+05

(MPa)
57.90
3.12
2.01

An iterative sizing loop compensates for uncertainties in initial sizing, providing a more
representative mass and stiffness distribution. A discrete set of equivalent aero-elastic static loads is
generated by multiplying FEM global sitffness matrices and displacement vectors at each time step
for each load case – all transient dynamic load cases were performed for 1.5 time periods with a
time interval of 0.01 seconds, providing sufficiently detailed resolution of transient structural
responses, accommodating damping. Equivalent load sets were subsequently applied to an
undeformed structural model prior to sizing within NASTRAN SOL200 free-size optimization [11];
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revised cross-section thicknesses were generated via minimizing mass subject to a maximum stress
constraint. Mass and stiffness changes during iterative sizing influence the aircraft’s response to
applied loads, particularly transient dynamic loading; a manual normal modes convergence check is
performed following each complete free-size optimisation. If the normal modes are significantly
dissimilar relative to the input model, another iterative sizing loop is commenced.
To-date, the reference airframe has only been re-sized for transient dynamic loads arising from a
vertical gust at cruise altitude (Table 2) – a known critical load-case for aircraft of this configuration
[2]. Load case down-selection is outside the scope of this work; load cases defined in Table 1 are
anticipated to capture a range of sizing criteria for a conventional airframe [5, 6] and are primarily
intended to illustrate the capability of the framework used to generate the flight dynamics model.
5.2. Aerodynamic Model
A thin plate, Doublet Lattice Method (DLM) aerodynamic mesh was generated using
MSC.FlightLoads [12] and connected to the structural model via finite beam splines, enabling rapid
analysis of multiple load cases without specific knowledge of aerodynamic loads. A DLM
aerodynamic mesh only requires airframe geometry, permitting modelling and analysis of
unconventional aircraft notwithstanding availability of mature design data. The aerodynamic mesh
only incorporates pitch control surfaces – these are necessary to achieve solutions for load cases
defined in Table 1; roll and yaw control surfaces will be added in future work to expand capability.
5.3. Verification
The structural behaviour of the reference flight dynamics FEM was verified relative to an aircraft
for which significant data and GFEM level structural models exist in the public domain (Table 3).
Table 3: Reference aero-structural flight dynamics FEM verification relative to uCRM9 [10].
Model

uCRM9
Reference FEM

Degrees of
Freedom
(DOFs)

Wing and propulsion
system mass, incl. fuel

Max. Tip deflection,
2.5g aerodynamic load

First natural
frequency

356694

(Mg)
112.51

(m)
5.74

(Hz)
1.64

4794

107.49

5.97

1.62

The reference model exhibits similar mass and stiffness distribution characteristics to the uCRM9
model – a significantly higher fidelity idealisation which models mass and stiffness distribution in
greater detail - maximum wing tip deflection under 2.5g aerodynamic loading and first natural
frequency are within -1.22% and +4.01% respectively relative to the uCRM9. Mode shapes remain
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consistent between models despite misalignment in natural frequencies; strutrual behaviour of the
reference FEM is representative of a conventional aircraft of similar size and weight to the uCRM9.
6.

SUITABILITY EVALUATION OF REFERENCE FLIGHT DYNAMICS MODEL

The robustness of the reference flight dynamics model as a case-study was evaluated for each load
category and two discrete idealisations; a fully rigid and novel, hybrid, flexible idealisation. Mass
and COM location were matched for both idealisations to ensure any variation in structural
behaviour was solely due to changes in the propulsion system structural idealisations.
6.1. Airframe-Propulsion System FEM Configurations
The fully rigid, 0D idealisation is representative of existing conceptual design stage modelling
strategies for conventional TAW aircraft and infers negligible increase in complexity, incurring only
six additional DOFs. The idealisation employs a single concentrated mass at the propulsion system
COM rigidly connected to the airframe via a distributing rigid element. Contrastingly, the novel,
hybrid, flexible FEM configuration idealises the AIC as a 1D flexible beam, introducing a finite,
intermedate compliance between the airframe and propulsion system; structural properties were
mass-scaled from measured Airbus A320 pylon data – scaling only considered vertical stiffness,
inferring the idealisation does not accurately represent lateral deformations (Figure 4).

Rigid

Rigid AIC

a)

Flexible AIC (1D Beam)

Concentrated Mass

b)

Rigid

Concentrated Mass

Figure 4: Propulsion system structural idealisations used to evaluate suitability of reference
airframe model – a) fully rigid idealization, and; b) novel, hybrid flexible idealisation
6.2. Suitability Evaluation
The reference flight dynamics model exhibits limited variation in structural responses for a sample
load case from each load case category corresponding to cruise flight conditions – 11,000m altitude,
Mach 0.84 and steady, level flight at maximum aircraft mass. Both FEM configurations predict
similar natural frequencies for consistent mode shapes (Figure 5, Table 4).
Propulsion system responses are sensitive to structural idealisations; the hybrid, flexible idealisation
predicts additional normal modes, and exhibits a dissimilar acceleration time history during vertical
gust loading due to additional compliance relative to the fully rigid, 0D idealisation (Figure 6).
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Table 4: Normal modes analysis results
Mode number, Frequency
Mode Shape
Description

Figure 5: First natural frequency of
airframe – rigid, 0D FEM
configuration (0.867Hz)

Hybrid
flexible

Vertical wing
bending, symmetric

7,

0.867

7,

0.866

Power plant swing

-

-

10,

1.050

9,

2.320

15,

2.363

18,

5.251

26,

5.323

Coupled fuselagewing bending
Fuselage bending,
wing torsion
12

8
Rigid,
0D 0D
Hybrid
0D-1D
flexible

4

Rigid,
0D0D

Vertical Acceleration, g

Vertical Acceleration, g

(Hz)
Fully rigid,
0D

0

-4

8

Hybrid,
0D-1D
flexible

4

0

-4
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Time, s

a)

0.0

b)

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Time, s

Figure 6: Acceleration time history of a) aircraft COM and b) propulsion system COM
for vertical gust (350ft gust gradient length) at cruise conditions, max. aircraft mass.
7.

CONCLUSIONS
i.

Existing early design stage modelling and analysis strategies are unlikely to be
appropriate for novel aircraft configurations;

ii. A novel modelling and analysis framework which facilitates generation of early design
stage appropriate propulsion system idealisations for novel aircraft configurations is
required to combat limitations of existing design methodologies and assist in key design
decisions – this is the primary focus of future work;
iii. Whole-aircraft level propulsion system structural performance metrics have been defined
and used to inform development of a reference, conventional TAW flight dynamics FEM
which has been verified relative to publicly available data;
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iv. The reference flight dynamics FEM is suitable for use as a case-study with which to
integrate a range of propulsion system idealisations, and;
v.

Propulsion system structural responses to key structural performance metrics defined
herein are sensitive to the structural idealisations employed.
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